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Abstract—We demonstrate a lightweight toolchain for validating descriptors of network functions compliant with the latest ETSI NFV standards, visualizing these descriptors in the form of various diagrams (i.e. network-oriented, function-oriented, and UML2-based), analyzing these descriptors formally with the Alloy Analyzer, and deploying these virtualized network functions on OpenStack.
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I. OVERVIEW: MOTIVATION AND PROPOSITIONS

Network function virtualization (NFV) [1] is the current trend for virtualizing network functions, particularly in 5G and IoT contexts, with the IT virtualization technologies. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) defines standards, called ETSI NFV, to foster the portability of virtual network functions (VNFs) and the interoperability between VNF platforms. In particular, ETSI NFV defines a standard data format [2] based on the OASIS’s TOSCA Simple Profile in YAML [5] to describe VNFs. Several open source and commercial NFV platforms (e.g. ONAP, OPNFV, Cloudify, to name a few) should support the latest ETSI NFV standards soon. However, DevOps teams also need standalone/offline tools to understand, validate, analyze, and deploy their VNFs easily, i.e. without running a heavy NFV platform. To address this, we demonstrate a lightweight toolchain to 1) validate VNFs descriptors compliant with the latest ETSI NFV/OASIS TOSCA standards, 2) visualize these VNFs descriptors in the form of various diagrams (i.e. network-oriented, function-oriented, and UML2-based), 3) verify and analyze VNFs descriptors formally with the Alloy Analyzer [13], and 4) deploy virtualized network functions and services on OpenStack [14], a world-wide used open source cloud management tool.

II. USE-CASE NETWORK SERVICE

To illustrate our toolchain, we use an early release of the Wireless Edge Factory (WEF) [6] developed by the IRT b<>com [7]. This version, previously called Universal Gateway (UGW) [8] and shown in Fig. 1, is a 4G virtualized core network framework to support multiple access types.

As input for our toolchain, we beforehand describe and package the UGW framework in compliance with the latest ETSI NFV standards [2]–[4]. Thus, the UGW is described as an ETSI compliant network service (NS) composed of the six VNFs aforementioned and one physical network function (i.e. PNF GW-U). The ultimate output of the toolchain is the UGW deployment using OpenStack.

III. TOOLCHAIN ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 2 depicts the architecture of our ETSI NFV compliant toolchain providing four main features implemented by five components:

a) Validation: As input, the PARSER component accepts network service, virtual network function, and physical network function descriptors (NSD, VNFD, and PNFD, respectively, as specified in [2]). The PARSER component is set with ETSI NFV types (specified in [2]) and our own JSON Schema [9] of OASIS’s TOSCA Simple Profile in YAML [5]. This schema allows us to validate NSD/VNFD/PNFD with respect to the syntax and typing of the TOSCA language. As
output, the PARSER component builds an in-memory hierarchical structure representing ETSI NFV descriptors, which is consumed by the generators described below.

b) Visualization: In order to better understand ETSI NFV descriptors, the DIAGRAM GENERATOR generates five kinds of visual diagrams: 1) Network Diagram represents the network interconnecting the different entities (see Fig. 3), 2) TOSCA Diagram represents how TOSCA nodes of network services/functions are interconnected through their requirements and capabilities (see Fig. 4), 3) UML2 Class Diagram represents network service and function types (see Fig. 5), 4) UML2 Component Diagram gives a component-oriented view of network services/functions (see Fig. 6), and 5) UML2 Deployment Diagram gives a deployment-oriented view of network services/functions (see Fig. 7). We use the nwdiag tool [10] to generate network diagrams, the dot tool [11] to generate TOSCA diagrams, and the PlantUML tool [12] to generate UML2 diagrams.

c) Analysis: In order to formally analyze network function/service descriptors, the ALLOY GENERATOR component generates Alloy specifications from ETSI NFV descriptors. Alloy is a lightweight formal specification language based on a first order relational logic [13]. Alloy specifications can be automatically analyzed with the Alloy Analyzer, a relational solver using SAT solvers. Then, DevOps teams can easily express and run various formal analysis on their ETSI NFV descriptors.

d) Deployment: The HOT GENERATOR component generates OpenStack Heat templates automatically. Then, the HOT2ALLOY component allows DevOps teams to translate these generated Heat templates into Alloy specifications in order to run Heat template specific analysis. Finally, DevOps teams can deploy the generated Heat templates on their OpenStack platform.

IV. PLANNED DEMONSTRATION

The demonstration consists in applying our ETSI NFV compliant toolchain on the UGW descriptors presented in
Section II:

1) We run validation of the UGW descriptors and show several examples of detected lexical/syntactic/typing errors.

2) We generate all the diagrams for the UGW use case and show the five kinds of supported diagrams, i.e., network diagrams (see Fig. 3), TOSCA diagrams (see Fig. 4), UML2 Class/Component/Deployment diagrams (see Fig. 5, 6, 7, respectively).

3) We generate Alloy specifications and run various analyses with the Alloy Analyzer.

4) We generate Heat templates from UGW descriptors.

5) We generate Alloy specifications from generated OpenStack Heat templates and run various Alloy-based analyses, for instance two virtual machines that are connected to the same port.

6) We deploy generated Heat templates on an OpenStack platform and show the deployed UGW service with the OpenStack dashboard.

V. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a lightweight toolchain compliant with the latest ETSI NFV standards [2]–[4]. This toolchain allows DevOps teams to validate ETSI NFV descriptors of their network services and functions, visualize their descriptors as network-oriented, TOSCA-oriented, and UML2-based diagrams, analyze their descriptors formally with the Alloy Analyzer [13], and deploy their network services and functions on OpenStack [14].
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